
KAWAII JELLYFISH
Sandrartes



• LC Glassymer Transparent
• LC Glassymer Color gel
• LC Glassymer Glue

Materials & Tools:

I’m a fully art dedicated, no matter the medium, that loves to share my experiences with the 
world. Always happy to learn new things!
My Youtube Channel: www.bit.ly/31csQBw
www.instagram.com/sandrartesyt

Sandrartes

• Silicone molds
• Glitter (optional)
• Heat gun 

• Relief paste (optional)
• Polymer clay 
• Tweezers and scissors 

I’ve been trying LC Glassymer and making some experiments, and I love how versatile and fun to use these products 
are! In this tutorial, I’m exploring new ways to create flexible and transparent objects (two cute little jellyfishes!)

https://www.lucyclay.com/store/95-lc-glassymer
https://www.lucyclay.com/store/95-lc-glassymer
https://www.lucyclay.com/store/95-lc-glassymer


One little drop of Glassymer gel is enough to 
achieve a vivid and transparent color.

Repeat the process with a  different color 
(magenta). 

I left the other two molds with single colors, 
one blue and another one pink. 

Pour some LC Glassymer transparent into 
the 3 rectangular silicone molds.

Mix Glassymer transparent with the Glassymer 
color gel. 

Add some glitter to the mixture. This is optional.

Pour both colors in the first mold and mix them 
in a way to obtain a nice transition and gradient.

Once it’s baked, allow it to cool completely before 
removing it from the molds.

 Time to bake it in the  oven during 30 minutes 
at 140ºC

I want my jellyfishes very sparkly!

The Glassymer transparent that was already 
in the mold will help in the process and will allow, 
even more, transparent effect.

Cut the tentacles shapes.



Fuse one or two pieces at the time to make 
the process easier.

Fill the molds with the mixtures of LC Glassymer 
transparent, Glassymer color gel (magenta and 
blue) and glitter. And bake it in the oven (140ºC 
for 30 minutes).

And it’s done! Time to just have fun with these 
cute jelly creatures! 
Or... transform them into charms and make 
jewelry pieces!

Carefully melt and smooth the edges using a heat 
gun. We don’t want to completely melt the shape, 
so I recommend to heat small potions of the piece 
and allow it to cool before proceeding to other 
areas.

Fusing the tentacles. Hold the pieces together 
and, with the heat gun, melt the ends to fuse.

The leftovers can be reused and be melted again 
to create new projects.

After baking and while it’s still hot, place the 
tentacles in the center of the pice to be fused into 
the head. Use tweezers to keep it in place and 
allow it to cool completely.

Using a half sphere silicone mold for the head. Stick, 
with LC glue, the eyes and cheeks to the mold.

Time to remove the pieces from the molds!
Using relief paste just to make the eyes shinier 
and give it a little bit more volume.



WATCH YOUTUBE TUTORIAL

KAWAII JELLYFISH

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=71-Eyr7t5Mo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=71-Eyr7t5Mo


LC GLASSYMER

A liquid bakeable Transparent 
GEL creates a flexible 100% 
clear layer that looks just like 
glass. It may also be used as 
a protective coating, a sealant, 
or a bakeable glue.

A liquid bakeable Color GEL 
creates a flexible layer that 
looks just like glass. Mix a small 
amount of Color GEL with 
Transparent GEL to achieve 
transparent layer.

Adheres two pieces of polymer 
clay (both raw and baked) and 
clay to porous materials. Liquid 
GLUE is less transparent and 
less flexible.

Transparent GEL Color GEL Liquid GLUE

Can be baked longer if necessary.

Bake in the electric oven 
at 140°C for 30 minutes.

ORDER NOW: LC STORE - AMAZON

https://www.lucyclay.com/store/95-lc-glassymer
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07MJKNHJP/ref=twister_B07LCLHLRV?_encoding=UTF8&psc=1

